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JEREMIAH 29:11
“I KNOW THE
PLANS I HAVE FOR
YOU, ”

… they are plans for good and
not for evil; to give you a
future and a hope.

“TREE OF LIVES”
The Toyota Landcruiser ambulance in which we traveled translated each
bump through the thinly padded hard bench seats running down each side of
back. We picked-up six health care workers, and sandwiched between two
Kikuyu nurses, I felt the ‘odd-man-out’ as they chattered in Swahili with the
four nurses across from us as we twisted along the roads outside Limuru and
Nyeri, north of Nairobi. My knuckles were on the white side, and my Lenten
spiritual discipline of prayer grew and expanded greatly on, and because of
the journey.

………………

The serpentine roads, rolled up and down like a roller-coaster, and were
congested with pedestrians, bicycles, motorcycles, mini-van taxis, lorries and
donkey carts. Bench seats were strapped on some of the motorcycles and
carried two or three passengers side-by-side (I could not understand how,
with the unequal distribution of weight, these relatively ‘light’ 150cc
motorcycles could keep their front tires on the ground). The mini-vans were
all packed like sardines with passengers. The bicycles often had multiple
riders, and on several occasions the rider was carry 6 foot lengths of lumber
strapped perpendicular to the seat on the heavy-duty, homemade ‘racks’ on
the backs of the bikes. I’m sure there were laws guiding the churning chaos on
the roadways, but you couldn’t prove it by my observations. Our driver
”
Anthony, was one of the hospital administrators, and seemed completely
relaxed as he raced along the pavement, dirt and gravel at relatively high
speeds. Thankfully, unlike most of the other vehicles on the roads which had balding tires, ours had a relatively fresh pair of
Bridgestone “Blizzak” snow tires beneath it. Other than the tires, it seemed the other most essential part of the vehicle was the
horn, which Anthony used incessantly. By the time we arrived at one of the medical clinics for supplies, I was feeling quite ‘green
beneath the gills.’ I haven’t been carsick since we moved away from the youth groups in California with our regular pilgrimages
to the rides at Six-Flags and Disneyland. This trip rivaled some of the more aggressive amusement park rides into which I have
been strapped. My queasiness at this point, left me ready to spend the rest of the day laying on a bench outside the clinic.
Thankfully though, Eric, another of the healthcare professionals, went into the clinic and came giving me a little red pill. The pill
vanquished the nausea (there are advantages to being onsite at a clinic which regularly deals with seriously ill people with
serious nausea). By the time the group was ready to rock-n-roll again about three-quarters of an hour later, I was up and ready to
go. Now, however, I was gratefully assigned the shotgun position in the front seat. This was a mixed blessing. While it minimized
the motion sickness by allowing me to focus forward in the vehicle, it also gave me a rather birds-eye view of the oncoming
obstacles. I was relieved when we finally left the ‘developed roads’ for the undeveloped ones.
The Lancruiser ambulance was a great choice for the new terrain. We were now bouncing, lurching and crunching forward on the
pitted trails, gulches, wadis and mud-holes left from the recent rains. I believe we were somewhere in the flatlands beyond the
Ngong hill-country north and east of Nairobi, but I’m not sure. The dessert-like terrain was intermittently populated by pairs of
Maasai cattle herders in their brilliant robes, guiding their little herds of scrawny cows and goats down the pathways with their
staffs. We were on our way to the homestead of a Naisiae, a Maasai women who had contracted HIV, to conduct a ‘home visit,’
checking up on her and her family. The hospice program with which I work in northern Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan is a home-based hospice, so I visit people in every kind of house imaginable … from elegant lake homes, to little two
room hovels with grass peeping up through the floorboards. Through our Wisconsin-Michigan hospice program at times, I
navigated through the heaps of stuff filling the homes of some people who could easily be on one of those ‘Hoarders’ shows on

television, and I ministered to dying people in houses where I wouldn’t be afraid to eat off the floor. Those regular home visits,
though, did not prepare me adequately for the experiences of this day in Kenya. Naisiae lived in a little homestead composed of
three or four ‘huts’ about twenty yards or so from each other. Sticks, caulked with cow dung and mud formed the walls and roof.
The floor was dirt, and a little cook fire was smoldering in the center of the 10 x 10 floor. There was no smokestack, and only one
small window opening in the middle of one of the walls, and the entry door provided the poor circulation moving through the
dark hut (lung damage to children is common throughout the area because of the lack of adequate ventilation for their wood and
charcoal cook fires). A strange concoction brewed in a tin cup on a bent-up little fire grate over the dim coals of the cook fire. You
see, because of the situation I am about to tell you about, this was Naisiae’s herbal attempt to treat the possible HIV infection of
one of her children. I say “possible HIV infection” because the little infant had not yet been tested. In fact, other than Naisia,
none of the family had been tested. The reason for this resided in one of the other huts.
Abiria was Naisiae’s husband. Abiria, like many traditional Maasai men, was the absolute and undisputed “Lord and Master” of
the house … or rather houses … (because Abiria owns two other ‘houses’ (the other two huts I mentioned earlier), which provide
shelter for his ‘other’ two wives). Between the three woman (three, I fear, tragically unfortunate women), they raise sixteen
children. The tragedy is that once Naisia was diagnosed with HIV infection, Abiria refused to allow any of his children, nor,
either of his other two wives, nor himself to be either tested, nor medicated for possible HIV infection. Naisiae is a beautiful
woman, and so is the feverish infant child she held during our visit. With regular and proper medication, the progression of the
disease can be held-at-bay, and a HIV positive person, can shift to an HIV negative status. Without the medication, however, and
without proper care and birth control, there is a very good chance within five years, there will be an empty homestead where we
visited, and somewhere near, will be twenty graves. That is, if Abiria abandons his search to replace sick Naisiae with another
wife. If not there will be more graves and more infected children. Compounding the problem, some of Abiria’s children are
entering child-bearing years themselves. It is a bleak situation that requires some serious intervention. The one chance some of
these families have, is if the local tribal chief can be educated and persuaded to use his influence to bring men like Abiria into an
informed and responsible relationship with his family in terms of medical help and intervention. That is our prayer for them.
On the other side of the spectrum is the Joy Village Orphanage. Jim Wood, my pastor friend in Norfolk, Virginia, with the
tireless help of two of his ‘flock,’ Kate and Rudy Miller, began the orphanage about a decade ago. A local woman donated a large
and elegant home (a mansion of sorts compared to the other dwellings in the area) to the church to assist orphans in the area.
Jim and his church remodeled the home creating four (soon to be five) areas or what might be called, for lack of a better word,
modest ‘suites’ for each of the five family units in the orphanage. Each suite contains a gender-specific bedroom with bunk beds,
a nice kitchen, a dining area, and a bathroom for the children. Within each of the suites a “Momma” serves as that specific
families’ guardian. These are women who have committed their lives to ministry to these children with a Roman Catholic nunkind of dedication and sense of vocation (they are not, however, nuns). Each of the ‘mommas’ receives room and board, and a
modest income. Each of them are responsible for creating a budget for their ‘family,’ and living within that budget. Each of the
children receive, for the area, state-of-the-art medical support; they are enrolled in one of the best local schools in the area, and
their graduates have moved-on to the local boarding schools (the educational system follows an older British boarding school
format), and have subsequently graduated at the top of their classes. These children, who would otherwise be delegated to an
early and painful death, have received a new lease on life. To use the words of Jeremiah, through Tree of Lives, God is telling
them: “I have plans for you; they are plans for good and not for evil; to give you a future and a hope” (Jer. 29:11).
George Chorba, my first Presbyterian minister and my mentor for the ministry, always told me when looking at positions at
churches, to look for the percentage of the church budget that went into missions for an accurate indicator of the spiritual health
of the congregation. Ours is a very generous congregation, and it is my hope that we as a congregation would be able to form a
partnership to help support the ministry of the orphanage and the local hospital through the Tree of Lives ministry (the ministry
begun by my friend and colleague, the aforementioned, Rev. Jim Wood). Please prayerfully consider the possibilities for our
congregation. I recently received an unsolicited $1000.00 from two of our members to begun a fund for a ministry in this area.
Thank you for your prayers and generosity. (P.S. other than Jim, Kate and Rudy, the names above are pseudonyms) Yours in
Christ,

The Rev. Chips Charles Paulson

